Short panel data sets constructed by matching individuals across monthly files of the Current Population Survey (CPS) have been used to study a wide range of questions in labor economics. Such panels offer unique advantages. But because the CPS makes no effort to follow movers, these panels exhibit significant attrition, which may lead to bias in longitudinal estimates using matched CPS files.
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I. Introduction
Short panel data sets constructed by matching individuals across monthly files of the Current Population Survey (CPS) have been used to study a wide range of questions in labor economics. Relative to more conventional panel data sets such as the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) or Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), panels constructed from the CPS have numerous advantages, including: larger samples; panels that are not restricted to narrow subsets of years or age cohorts; the availability of geographic information; and quick release of data to researchers. There are, however, two offsetting disadvantages. One, which is not the focus of this paper, is the more limited scope of the CPS, providing-in analyses of wages-pairs of observations 12 months apart, with less extensive information than conventional panels. The second disadvantage, which is the focus of this paper, is that matched CPS panels exhibit rather severe attrition. Unlike other conventional panel data sets, in conducting the CPS no effort is made to follow individuals that move. Consequently, typically only 70 to 80 percent of observations can be matched across CPS surveys over a 12-month interval. This constitutes a very high attrition rate, especially over such a short period, making it entirely plausible that estimated relationships based on matched CPS files suffer from substantial biases due to selective attrition.
We use the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) to assess the extent of attrition bias in estimates of behavioral relationships using matched CPS files. The SIPP is uniquely suited to this purpose because it uses essentially the same sampling frame and design as the CPS but makes substantial efforts to follow individuals that move. This permits the SIPP to be used to construct two alternative data sets with which to study attrition bias such as that which occurs in the CPS. The first is a standard SIPP panel that follows as many individuals as p. 2 possible if they move. The second is a SIPP panel that mimics the CPS in dropping individuals that move. For any particular empirical application for which matched CPS files have been used, the estimates from these two constructed SIPP data sets can be compared to estimate the bias from attrition related to moving. This provides an approach to studying this particular form of selection bias in matched CPS samples that relies on observed behavior of individuals who "selected out" of the CPS sample, in contrast to the typical approach that would attempt to model the attrition decision−with well-known identification problems. The approach is applied to a couple of standard economic relationships that have been studied with the CPS. 
II. Matched CPS Files

II.A. Past Uses of Matched CPS Files
Short panel data sets constructed by matching individuals across monthly files of the CPS have been used to study a wide range of questions in labor economics. Recent examples of policy analyses using matched CPS data include: exchange rate changes and employment stability (Goldberg, et al., 1999) ; the effects of the minimum wage on employment and enrollment of teenagers and on family poverty (Neumark and Wascher, 1996; Neumark, et al., 1998) ; the impact of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) on transitions out of poverty (Neumark and Wascher, 2001) ; and nursing retention (Schumacher, 1997) . Recent examples of behavioral analyses using matched CPS data include: analysis of wage growth of immigrants versus non-immigrants (Duleep and Regets, 1997) ; the effects of compensating differentials and sex segregation on the sex wage gap in earnings (Macpherson and Hirsch, 1995) ; the effects of 1 Matched CPS samples have also been used to study outcomes for families, and the approach we take with the SIPP can also be applied to families. While the paper focuses on the analysis of individuals, we have done some preliminary work applying the approach to families. This is potentially more problematic, as changes in family structure are strongly associated with moving.
p. 3 unions on wages (Freeman, 1984) ; unmeasured skills and inter-industry wage differentials (Shippen, 1999) ; and earnings mobility (Gittleman and Joyce, 1996) .
II.B. Advantages of Matched CPS Files
Relative to more conventional panel data sets such as the NLS panels or the PSID, panels constructed from the CPS have five principal advantages. 2 First, whereas conventional panels restrict sample sizes because they face large expenses from the collection of longitudinal data, CPS panels provide much larger samples. For example, the monthly CPS covers approximately 50,000 workers. Many studies using the CPS rely on the Outgoing Rotation Group (ORG)−the subset of the sample in each month for which the "Earners Study" is administered, providing information on wages, etc. Since CPS respondents are in the sample for four months, out for eight, and then back in for four, and the Earners Study is administered in the fourth and the last month, it is possible to match up 1/8 of the sample in any month with Earners Study information one year later. 3 Thus, for any one year, it is in principle possible to match up about 75,000 observations with observations one year later (50,000 × 1/8 × 12 months). In contrast, the National Longitudinal Surveys have drawn samples of about 5,000 individuals (in the Original Cohorts) to 12,000 individuals (in the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, with a military oversample), the SIPP yields panels about 1/2 to 1/5 as large (depending on the year), and the PSID began as a sample of about 5,000 families but has grown to about 8,700 as the families of offspring of the original sample members are integrated into the survey (Hofferth, et al., 1996) . Second, whereas conventional panels (most prominently, the National Longitudinal Surveys) target and follow a specific cohort as it ages, new CPS panels can be constructed for 2 These advantages do not necessarily all arise with respect to each existing panel, but at least some of them always do.
3 Welch (1993) discusses the matching of respondents across CPS surveys.
p. 4 each year over a long period of time, permitting the analysis of an array of policy approaches that have been used over a period of many years, while still affording the statistical advantages of panel data. More generally, coverage of long time spans permits researchers to more adequately control for changes in the economic (or other) environment that may mediate the relationship that is being studied. Third, because the CPS samples the entire population rather than a specific cohort, it permits richer analyses across the age distribution. Fourth, because of the large sample sizes, and because of the ready accessibility of geographic information (which is often suppressed in conventional panel data sets), state-level or even city-level variation in policy can be exploited in empirical analysis (e.g., Adams and Neumark, 2000) , 4 and subgroups defined by demography, occupation, etc., can be more reliably analyzed. Fifth, CPS data are made available to researchers very quickly, with many files typically available within one or two months after their collection. This makes these data uniquely well-suited for analysis of recent or current issues. In contrast, NLS panels on particular age groups are available for a limited subset of possible sample periods, depending on when a survey of a particular cohort was begun. PSID and SIPP files are produced with a very long lag; as of January 2001, the most recent SIPP files available were for 1996, and the most recent PSID files were for 1997. For topical policy analysis (for example, studying welfare reform) these constraints can be severely limiting, and they may also hamper behavioral research studies to the extent that these could benefit from recent data.
II.C. Disadvantages of Matched CPS Files
A principal disadvantage of panels constructed from matched CPS files is that these panels exhibit rather severe attrition. Unlike other conventional panel data sets, in conducting p. 5 the CPS no effort is made to follow individuals or families that move to a new address.
Consequently, depending on the year considered, only 70 to 80 percent of observations can be matched across monthly CPS samples 12 months apart, such as would be required with the ORGs. This reflects a very high attrition rate over a one-year period. By way of comparison, in the NLSY, which began in 1979, over 80 percent of eligible participants were still responding in the late 1990s. For the Mature and Young Women cohorts of the NLS, begun in 1968, over 50 percent of participants were responding after almost 30 years of interviewing (Zagorsky and Rhoton, 1999) .
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For a more direct comparison, the PSID lost 12 percent of its respondents between 1968 (its year of inception) and its second round interviews in 1969 (Fitzgerald, et al., 1998) .
The relatively high attrition in panels created from matched CPS files makes it plausible that estimates based on these files are biased because of attrition that is nonrandom, even conditional on the observable control variables. This could occur quite naturally because the decisions of individuals to move may be, in part, related to the behavior that is being studied. As an example, consider longitudinal estimation of the union wage premium. Suppose first that individuals who experience a wage decline are more likely to move. (Recent evidence reported by Fitzgerald, et al. (1998) , studying attrition in the PSID, suggests that those who recently experienced unfavorable economic events were most likely to attrit.) Suppose, as nearly all evidence suggests, that the true effect of being represented by a union is to increase wages.
Finally, consider the estimation of a first-difference regression of changes in wages on changes areas in the sample being self-representing (Bureau of the Census, 1997).
This lower attrition is not only because movers are followed, but also because continuing efforts are made to find individuals who were non-respondents in one or even more than one survey year (e.g., Rhoton, 1984) . p. 6 in union status (and other controls), and for simplicity suppose that sample consists only of those who do not change union status, and those who switch into union jobs.
Given that unions increase wages and wage gains deter moving, there is more attrition of individuals with negative wage shocks among those who do not switch into union jobs than among those who switch into union jobs, as the latter on average experience a wage gain that offsets the negative shock and deters attrition. In a regression context, this implies that the error term in the wage change equation is negatively correlated with a dummy variable indicating a switch to union status, and hence the positive impact of unionization in the wage change equation is understated in the sample of non-attriters.
If we also consider those who move out of union jobs (for whom the variable measuring the change in union status would be minus one), then the same qualitative conclusion follows.
There will be more attrition among these individuals than among those who do not switch, as their union status change complements the negative wage shock in inducing attrition. Hence the negative impact of leaving a union job is understated in the sample of non-attriters, so again the gains from unionization are understated.
If instead attrition is associated with wage gains, the same bias results. In this case, for workers switching into union jobs there is more attrition of those with positive shocks compared with those who do not switch-as the union change complements the positive wage shockleading to understatement of the positive union wage impact. And in the case of those switching out of union jobs there is less attrition of those with positive wage shocks than among those who do not switch, again leading to understatement of the costs of leaving a union job. Thus, overall, p. 7 in either case attrition leads to those with more extreme wage changes selecting out of the sample, which tends to moderate the estimated effects of a change that actually affects wages. 6 To see this concretely in terms of the usual selection-bias framework, suppose that-as in Freeman (1984) and Jakubson (1991) -a usual wage equation is specified for the log wage, denoted by lw it , where the subscripts i and t index individuals and years (t=1,…,T). This is specified as a function of control variables Z it , including human capital and other individual-level controls, individual unobserved heterogeneity C i , as well as the union status variable U it . Then the regression model is:
(1)
To eliminate the influence of C i , which may be correlated with Z it or U it , the firstdifference model is estimated: 
where γ' < 0 (assuming that γ > 0), τ' < 0, and the elements of β' have the opposite signs of the elements of β.
Because we observe only the subsample of non-attriters (Α * it < 0), the function we estimate with equation (2) is:
When ∆U it = 1, because γ' and τ' are both negative, ∆ε it can be a larger negative number while still satisfying the inequality
with the case when ∆U it = 0. Thus, the attrition selection bias induces a negative correlation between ∆U it and ∆ε it , implying that the least squares estimate of γ in equation (2) is biased 7
If we appended an independent error term uncorrelated with the control variables and ∆ε it to equation (3), none of the conclusions would change, although the equations that follow would be more cumbersome. Similarly, attrition can depend on exogenous variables other than Z that satisfy the same conditions as Z. 8 Note that the condition for non-attrition (and hence inclusion in the sample) is τ'·∆ε it < −(∆Ζ it β' + γ'⋅∆U it ), but the inequality gets reversed because we divide through by τ', which is negative.
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downward. Note that if γ' is zero, this negative correlation is not induced and there is no attrition bias (attrition is random with respect to changes in union status). On the other hand, when γ' is larger in absolute value (so that a change in union status is more strongly associated with attrition), the bias is likely to be more severe.
If instead attrition is associated with wage gains, then τ' and γ' are greater than zero (and the signs of β' are reversed). In this case the inequality defining inclusion in the sample in equation (4) is ∆ε it < −(1/τ')·(∆Ζ it β' + γ'⋅∆U it ). When ∆U it = 1, because β' and τ' are both positive, ∆ε it can be a larger negative number while still satisfying the inequality, compared to when ∆U it = 0. Thus, the attrition selection bias again induces a negative correlation between ∆U it and ∆ε it , implying that the least squares estimate of γ in equation (2) is biased downward.
The fact that the bias goes the same way regardless of the direction of effect of changes in wages on attrition may seem counter-intuitive. Figure 1 provides a diagrammatic illustration of the attrition bias that provides the underlying intuition. To simplify, suppose β' = 0. In the top panel, observations are likely to attrit when ∆lw is low. As shown by the plot of the density of ∆ε, and the "cut points" below which attrition occurs, when ∆U = 1 observations attrit only when shocks (∆ε) take on large negative values; thus observations with relatively large negative shock remains in the sample. In contrast, when ∆U = −1, even small negative shocks cause the observation to attrit, so that only observations with positive shocks or small negative shocks remain in the sample. As this discussion shows, ∆U and ∆ε are negatively correlated in the remaining sample. A similar discussion applies when observations are more likely to attrit when ∆lw is high, as illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 1 . Again, we can see that ∆U and ∆ε are negatively correlated in the sample of non-attriters. Note that this analysis concerns selection p. 10 into attrition on unobservables rather than observables. Fitzgerald, et al. (1998) 
III.A. The Conventional Approach to Attrition Bias
The usual method to correct regression estimates for selection bias from attrition would be to implement a sample selection correction, following the seminal work on this topic in the context of wages and labor supply by Heckman (1974 and 1979) . However, if identification of such a model is not to be dependent on functional form and the assumed distributions of the errors, at least one variable that drives attrition but not the behavior of interest (in this particular context, changes in wages) is required (Olsen, 1980) . In studying behavior at the individual level, such assumptions are often quite problematic. This is exacerbated in the present context because the CPS is not a particularly rich data set, and therefore lacks information on unusual variables that might provide identification. Thus, the paper takes a different approach that provides evidence on attrition bias without requiring the specification of a joint model of attrition and the behavior of interest.
III.B. Using the SIPP to Estimate and Account for Attrition Bias
The SIPP is used to assess the extent of attrition bias in estimates of behavioral relationships using matched CPS files. The SIPP is uniquely suited to this purpose because it has many features similar to the CPS files. Indeed, the March CPS and the SIPP are very close substitutes (with each having certain advantages) as the source of annual income and poverty 9
In addition, a good deal of research (reviewed in Mack and Petroni, 1994) has explored the construction of weights to account for attrition and nonresponse generally in the SIPP.
p. 11 estimates in the United States (Citro and Kalton, 1993, pp. 85-6) .
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However, whereas the matched CPS files provide a "quasi-panel," in the sense that the surveyors simply return to the same address to interview the people who currently reside there, the SIPP follows individuals who change their address. More specifically, SIPP interviewers attempt to interview in person everyone who remains within 100 miles of a SIPP primary sampling unit, and interviewers are instructed to conduct telephone interviews with movers who do not satisfy this criterion (Citro and Kalton, 1993, p. 92) . Because of this difference in sampling strategies, many individuals that would be lost in matched CPS files can be followed in the SIPP.
This permits the SIPP to be used to construct two alternative data sets with which to study attrition bias. The first is the standard SIPP panel that follows as many individuals as possible as they move. The second is a SIPP panel that mimics the CPS in dropping individuals that move. For any particular empirical application for which matched CPS files have been used, these two constructed SIPP data sets can be used to estimate the same relationship studied with the CPS. The estimates with and without the movers included can be compared to estimate the attrition bias in the estimated relationship, and the results for the sample with the movers included can provide estimates in which attrition bias is mitigated. Thus, using the SIPP data in this manner provides an approach to studying attrition bias in matched CPS samples, based on a method that relies on observed behavior of individuals that "selected out" of the CPS sample, in contrast to the model-based approach to attrition.
To see more explicitly how the SIPP data can be used, denote by M the set of individuals who move over a one-year period in the SIPP, beginning from some specified wave and month of a SIPP panel, and denote by N the non-movers. Assume for now, for purposes of discussion, 10 Coder and Scoon-Rogers (1996 ) discuss many of the differences and similarities.
p. 12 that all movers are captured and included in M. Then continuing with the earlier example, estimating equation (2) for the set N mimics what is done with the CPS data. If the SIPP data are chosen judiciously, the results should match results from the CPS quite well, although there may be some differences of measurement.
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Such estimates provide the baseline for the analysis, although they will be compared with corresponding CPS estimates for the same sample period to establish the comparability of the SIPP data.
The simplest way to gauge the extent of attrition bias is then to estimate equation (2) using the larger set M+N-i.e., adding in the movers-as these estimates should be free of attrition bias. The differences in the estimates of γ and β measure the bias from attrition (differences in intercepts are generally of little interest).
A stringent test for attrition bias can be constructed. Now letting A it denote those who move-and therefore "attrit" from the CPS-type sample−equation (2) can be augmented to include A it and interactions of this indicator with all of the included variables:
In this specification, if the estimates of β'' and γ'' are not significantly different from zero, then the hypothesis that the parameters β and γ are equal in the two subsamples cannot be rejected. Any subset of these parameters can also be tested (most notably the union effect in this p. 13 application).
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One potential problem is that such tests are potentially over-restrictive, in that there could in principle be a significant difference between the two subsamples, but because of the smaller size of the set of movers, the estimates based on the full sample (M+N) and the sample of non-movers only (N) might still be statistically indistinguishable. As a matter of practical consequence, then, this would indicate that estimates from matched CPS samples do not exhibit significant attrition bias. Of course, this problem does not arise if the data fail to reject the restrictions that β'' and γ'' equal zero. But in cases where the restrictions are rejected, care must be taken to compare the estimates using M+N and N to assess whether the attrition bias is a concern.
Constructing a test is non-trivial because the samples are non-independent. One approach is to estimate the regression for M+N, and to then estimate the regression for N, first unconstrained and then restricting the coefficients (or some pertinent subset of them) to equal the estimates for M+N. This is intuitively appealing but will understate the p-values by failing to account for sampling variation in the estimates from M+N. Another approach is to apply the Hausman test framework. For example, denote by g M+N the estimate of γ from the pooled sample and by g N the estimate from the sample of non-movers. Then, under the null of no attrition bias, g N and g M+N are both consistent estimates of γ, but the latter is efficient, while under the alternative of attrition bias, g M+N is consistent but g N is inconsistent. Thus, as desired, the test of the null that (g M+N − g N ) equals zero is a test of the null of no attrition bias. This is not quite the usual Hausman set-up, in which the estimate that is efficient under the null is the one that is inconsistent under the alternative. But the essential idea underlying such tests still applies−i.e.,
This closely parallels what Falaris and Peters (1998) call the "comparison method," for obvious reasons. See also Becketti, et al. (1988) .
p. 14 that the covariance between an efficient estimator and its difference with respect to an inefficient estimator, both of which are consistent under the null, is zero. However, this requires that the estimate using M+N is efficient, so specification tests for heteroscedasticity must be implemented and weighted least squares (WLS) used if necessary.
Of course, one could argue that if it is possible to recover from the SIPP data estimates that do not exhibit attrition bias, research should just use the SIPP instead of matched CPS files.
In some cases, this is a reasonable position. But recall all of the advantages of the CPS relative to the SIPP that were discussed earlier.
The discussion to this point has been in the context of one particular application, namely the use of matched CPS files to study the effects of union status on wages. But the goal of this research is to try to provide some general information, rather than simply improving on existing estimates in one particular study. Therefore, these same methods will be applied to another context, in particular the effects of marriage on wages of men (see, e.g., Korenman and Neumark, 1991) . Because address changes associated with marriage are likely and the effects of marriage may be different for those who change address at the time of marriage, longitudinal estimates of the marriage premium obtained only from a set of individuals without address changes may be particularly prone to attrition bias.
These two applications were chosen because the changes on which they focus-changes in jobs (which we assume often accompany changes in union status), and marital status transitionsseem relatively likely to be associated with moving. Hence, they may provide estimates toward the upper range of the effects of attrition bias in matched CPS samples, although that is only speculation. As a consequence, if these applications as a whole yield little evidence of attrition bias in matched CPS files, the combined evidence should prove relatively reassuring with respect p. 15 to the use of these files. On the other hand, evidence of attrition bias would suggest caution in drawing conclusions from matched CPS files, without attempting to verify, in the particular context being studied, that attrition bias was unlikely to be a concern. If instead applications were considered in which attrition bias was unlikely-on a priori grounds-to be a substantive concern, the results would be relatively uninformative. Aside from this, the paper focuses on applications for which matched CPS files have been used to address topics that have been of broad interest to labor economists.
III.C. Prior Work on Attrition in Matched CPS Files and Other Panels
Previous research has looked at some evidence on the effects of non-matches in CPS panels, although the emphasis has been different from that in the present study, and the analysis more limited. Specifically, Peracchi and Welch (1995) consider the question of representativeness of the cross-section and panel data sets resulting from matching CPS files, using the March files from 1979 to 1991. For the analysis of cross-sectional files, they compare matched and unmatched families or individuals. They do find some differences in terms of both demographic characteristics and labor market outcomes. Their ability to study bias in the panel files is more limited, of course, since they do not have longitudinal data on unmatched workers.
They study this question in two ways. First, they use bounds analysis treating this as a selection problem; and, second, they use grouped data to obtain what the authors characterize as "indirect" information about whether match failure creates any bias in these panels. Their findings suggest that for the only transitions they study-those among labor force states-biases are small. While this is a valuable contribution, in the absence of data on unmatched individuals or families the evidence is suggestive but not decisive. The present study, by recovering data on unmatched individuals or families, should be more informative and provide more direct evidence.
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Furthermore, the evidence will focus specifically on bias in the estimates of behavioral effects, which differs from issues regarding representativeness of the samples.
Other recent research has studied attrition in conventional panels. MaCurdy, et al. (1998) fully explore the role of attrition in the NLSY, focusing on its effects on representativeness of the data. They also look at differences between those who attrit "permanently," and those who attrit temporarily (missing some waves of the survey but returning later). Similarly, Fitzgerald, et al. (1998) study the changing representativeness of the PSID. The approach in the present study differs from the approach taken in these papers by asking about the impact of attrition bias on estimates of behavioral relationships.
Research by Falaris and Peters (1998) is closer to what we do. They use data from three NLS cohorts and the PSID to examine how survey attrition affects estimates of models of schooling choices. Falaris and Peters estimate regressions using data on (1) people who always respond to the surveys ("stayers"); (2) people who miss some surveys but re-appear in later waves ("intermittent" attriters); and (3) permanent attriters. They further subdivide their subsamples of attriters into people who attrit after the observed behavior is measured (in this case, after age 25), and people who attrit earlier, precluding measurement of this behavior unless they are intermittent attriters. In their particular context, late attrition is much more common, and more of it is permanent. Paralleling the estimation and testing of equation (5), they test whether the same statistical model describes the behavior of stayers and different types of attriters. Their findings focus on family background effects on schooling choices (highest grade completed and age of school completion), for which they generally find little effect of attrition on the model estimates. However, while similar in spirit, the work in this paper differs in two important ways. First, the behaviors Falaris and Peters study, and the key explanatory variables, p. 17 do not seem like obvious candidates for variables that are likely to be intimately related to moving or other sources of attrition, although this is of course speculative. Second, in this study we are most interested in the behavior that would otherwise emerge after the attrition. Falaris and Peters can draw such inferences for the intermittent attriters, but it seems likely that this group is most like the non-attriters, so it may not be surprising that they find relatively few differences. Regardless of the substantive importance of these differences, the present study differs fundamentally in focusing on matched CPS files−a potentially valuable alternative source of panel data about which serious questions regarding attrition arise.
IV. Data Set Construction
The central question that determines whether our approach is informative is how well the SIPP does at tracking movers. It would be ideal to track all movers, since in that case it would be possible, in principle, to divide the SIPP sample into the two "ideal" subsamples-one representing individuals or families that the CPS tracks, and one representing those individuals and families that the CPS fails to track. This ideal goal cannot be achieved, but it is obviously important to assess how close to it one can get with the SIPP, since the research will only be informative if a reasonably high fraction of movers is tracked.
A second requirement for the SIPP analysis to be informative regarding non-matching in the CPS is that this non-matching must be strongly related to moving, since this is the main dimension on which the SIPP does better than the CPS. An early study of this question using 1979-1983 CPS data (for households) indicated that 42 percent of non-matched households are movers; the next largest share is non-interviews (Pitts, 1988) . The research by Peracchi and Welch also suggests that moving is an important component of non-matching, concluding that "the main source of attrition in the CPS is failure to follow people of college age in matched The SIPP data are used to try to identify individuals who would have attrited in the CPS because of a change of address. Of course, there is also attrition in the SIPP, and it is of interest to know the reasons for this attrition, because if a good deal of attrition in the SIPP is attributable to changes of address, the SIPP data are less useful for the research. Thus, the first task is to determine the reason for attrition in the SIPP panels. To discuss this, it is necessary first to define some of the terms regarding data collection in the SIPP. Two data collection instruments are used in the SIPP: a control card and a questionnaire. An interviewer uses a control card that p. 19 is issued for each address unit throughout the longitudinal survey. A questionnaire is used to collect the data, with a new questionnaire used for each interview.
The first step is to determine if a specific observation is interviewed in the specific months used (months 4 and 16). Item 36B in the control card, which is coded for each interview month, is used to determine interview status and, as noted above, corresponds to the address unit.
This same item also provides the reason for attrition. The codes for this item are given in Table   1 .
In addition to these codes, the code 00 is assigned for an observation that is out of the sample at the time of interview. Empirically, over the course of the panel, the code 00 is observed following codes 02-06, 16, 22-26, and 01. It is not possible to assign the reason for attrition for observations for which the code 01 is followed by 00, as these are cases in which observations are dropped after an interview without a specific reason being provided. However, in the other cases the reason for attrition can be identified. Specifically, the reason for attrition between month 4 and month 16 can be ascertained by tabulating item 36B for each month conditional on the code 00 for the next month, using the following algorithm:
1. Tabulate item 36B at month 16.
2. Tabulate item 36B at month 15 if item 36B at month 16 = 00.
3. Tabulate item 36B at month 14 if item 36B at month 16 = 00 and item 36B at month15=00.
…, until month 4 is reached.
This algorithm is used to identify the reason for attrition for the last month prior to the code switching to 00. These reasons for attrition are grouped into the categories relevant for the p. 20 research, as follows: category A−household did not move but cannot be contacted, corresponding to item 36B codes 02-06; category B−deceased, out of country, corresponding to item 36B codes 16 and 23; and category C−household moved and cannot be contacted, corresponding to item 36B codes 22, 24, 25, and 26.
With these categories, the data can be broken down as follows. First, those who move and are tracked by the SIPP can be classified straightforwardly as movers tracked by the data, using the "address ID" that simply keeps track of the number of address changes of individuals followed in the survey. On the other hand, observations in Category C are movers who are not successfully tracked by the SIPP, while categories A and B include observations that attrit for reasons unrelated to moving. The full classification of observations is reported in Table 2 . for an additional 536 observations there is an individual identified in the SIPP as an interviewee in month 16, but the demographic information on this individual does not match that in month 4, leading us to discard these observations. The fourth and fifth rows of the table present the critical information on how many of the observations retained from month 4 to month 16 move. As the table shows, again focusing on 1990, 43,291 are non-movers and 7,213 are movers. The first sample is the one that "mimics" the CPS, in that it loses all attriters, whether because of moves or other reasons. The overall attrition rate from this sample−defining attriters as those who really attrit in the SIPP, plus the movers who are tracked−is 24.6 percent ({7,213+7,109}/58,149), very similar to CPS attrition p. 21 rates over the course of a 12-month period. The observations that are not followed in the SIPP are then broken into the three categories described above, revealing that 3,800 attrit for reasons unrelated to moving (categories A and B), while 2,474 attrit for reasons related to moving (category C); 835 cannot be classified. The table also gives an indication of the reasons for attrition related to moving. In just under two-thirds of the cases, the respondent has moved and the address is unknown. In a handful of cases the address is known, but the address is within the county yet outside the limit to which a SIPP interviewer will travel and the phone interview failed.
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The "other" category includes the remaining cases (including, for example, moves outside the county and outside the limit of a SIPP interviewer, for which a phone interview failed).
These numbers indicate that of the 9,687 movers (7,213 of whom are followed, plus the 2,474 category C individuals), 75.3 percent are successfully followed in the SIPP. Comparable numbers for 1991, 1992, and 1993 are, respectively, 72.9 percent, 75.0 percent, and 74.4 percent−figures that are quite robust. These percentages are central to this research. It is in principle conceivable that attrition bias is more severe with respect to the movers that are not tracked by the SIPP; while the research will not implement standard selection type corrections to explore this question, it will compare observables for the tracked and non-tracked movers.
Nonetheless, it seems quite clear that recovering nearly three-quarters of the movers should give a relatively firm idea of the extent of attrition bias from moving.
At the same time, in the estimation of equations (2) and (5) The evidence in Table 2 demonstrates the feasibility of using the SIPP data at the individual level to construct (1) data sets that mimic CPS panels constructed from matched monthly CPS files, and (2) data sets that recover a substantial percentage of movers who are lost in CPS-type matches. This offers considerable potential with regard to testing for attrition bias in behavioral relationships estimated using matched CPS panels.
V. CPS-SIPP Matching Comparisons
In this section we assess whether the SIPP data are informative about biases from attrition in economic relationships estimated with the CPS data. First, suppose (as assumed earlier) that the SIPP captures all "would-be" attriters in the CPS. Then the artificial match using the SIPP that mimics the CPS match-i.e., the match that throws out all movers-should have similar features to the actual CPS match. In particular, the characteristics of those who are matched should be similar across the two data sets, as should the characteristics of those who are not matched.
Information useful in assessing how well these conditions hold in the individual data is reported in Table 3 . Columns (1)-(3) report results for the matched CPS data, for the same years covered in the previous table.
14 The first column reports descriptive statistics for the full set of 14 Details on the matching in the CPS, and the procedures chosen to maximize comparability between the CPS and SIPP data, are given in the notes to the table. Madrian and Lefgren (forthcoming) compare the performance of several methods of matching in the CPS and recommend the use of household number, household ID, line number, race, sex, and age, based on tradeoffs between false matches and keeping the p. 23 CPS observations (as of the first observation in the potential match), and the following two columns break these out by those matched 12 months later, and those unmatched. Overall, the match rate is 74.1 percent. Non-matched observations are more likely to be non-white (with the proportion black higher by .035), and slightly less likely to be female (by .018). Non-matched observations are considerably less likely to be married (by .19) and unionized (by .051). In terms of education, the differences are less pronounced, with the proportions generally within .01 except for college graduates. Non-matched observations tend to be younger, especially within the 15-30 age range. (These features of the data were very similar in each year of CPS data used.) Finally, non-matched observations have hourly wages that are lower by about 16 percent, consistent with lower rates of marriage and unionization, a higher proportion black, and younger ages.
The next three columns ( (4)- (6)) report comparable figures for the SIPP, first reporting overall descriptive statistics, then those for the match that mimics the CPS, with descriptive statistics for those who could not be followed plus the movers (the "CPS non-match"), and then those who could be followed and did not move (the "CPS match"). The estimates indicate that the CPS and SIPP display very similar characteristics. The descriptive statistics in column (1) and column (4) match up quite closely. Furthermore, the CPS-type match based on the SIPP data corresponds closely to the actual CPS match. The estimates in column (2) are similar to those in column (5), while those in column (3) and similar to those in column (6). Finally, the differences between those matched and not matched are similar, as revealed by a comparison of the differences between columns (5) and (6) with the differences between columns (2) and (3).
In particular, columns (5) and (6) reveal that non-whites and women are less likely to be match rate sufficiently high. The matching method employed for the CPS data in this paper is almost p. 24 matched, by similar amounts to the differences between columns (2) and (3) (e.g., .030 vs. .035 for blacks, and .013 vs. .018 for women. Similarly, as with the actual CPS match, married individuals are considerably less likely to be matched (.142, vs. .190 in the actual CPS match), as are union members (.049 vs. .051). There are small differences by education, and again, as for the actual CPS match, younger individuals are less likely to be matched, with the magnitudes of the differentials similar across the artificial and actual CPS matches. As the last row shows, there is also a similar wage gap (17 percent in this case).
While this appears to establish that the CPS-type match using the SIPP mimics the actual CPS match well, the methods used in this study to estimate the effects of attrition bias rely on the movers who can be followed in the SIPP being representative of the non-matches in the CPS. Column (7) reports figures useful in assessing whether this holds, reporting descriptive statistics for the movers who are followed in the SIPP. The ideal here would be for the numbers in columns (7) and (2) to be similar. Even if this does not hold, it would be desirable for the numbers in column (7) to be more like those in column (2) than in column (3), indicating that the followed movers are more like the CPS attriters than the CPS non-attriters. These conditions hold for the most part. The proportions black, native/Asian, married, and union members in column (7) are relatively close to those in column (2), and certainly closer than they are to those in column (3). The age distributions are also quite similar for the matched movers in the SIPP and the non-matches in the CPS. With respect to wages, this condition holds quite closely, as the average wage for matched movers is quite close to that for non-matches in the CPS. The only variables for which the numbers in column (7) are closer to those in column (3) are the proportion female and education, although for these variables the differences between the identical to the method they recommend, except for the use of household number. p. 25 matched and unmatched observations were relatively small in the first place.
Of course ultimately these conditions need to hold for the unobservables conditional on the observables, rather than necessarily holding for the observables themselves. Since that is impossible to test, all one can do is look at the observables. And even here, observables that change over time cannot be measured for the attriters. In what sense, then, do comparisons of distributions of some of the observables tell us something about the distributions of the observables? Suppose we are estimating a generic regression using the CPS data
for the sample of non-attriters (A i = 0). (This can be interpreted as our wage change regression.)
Because of attrition related to wage changes, it is possible that E(η i |x i , A i = 0) ≠ 0, which can bias the estimates of β. The only way the sample of non-attriters gives us unbiased estimates is if E(η i |x i , A i = 0) = E(η i |x i ) = 0, which we do not want to assume to be true.
However, our approach is informative if the CPS data and the CPS-match using the SIPP data are representative of the same sample, and hence are expected to yield similar estimates, and if the matched movers in the SIPP are representative of CPS attriters. For the first condition to hold, we require that E(η i |x i , A i = 0) is the same in the two data sets (and that β is also the same).
For the matched movers in the SIPP to be representative of CPS attriters, we require that E(η i |x i , A i = 1) is the same for CPS attriters and the matched movers.
All we can compare across the two data sets, though, are the conditional distributions of to assume that the joint distributions of the unobservables and the observables are identical in the two data sets, then if the distributions of the observables in the two data sets are identical, the distributions of the unobservables conditional on the observables are also identical. Note that this discussion focuses on necessary but not sufficient conditions. In particular, we have not examined whether the distributions referred to above are identical, but only the means. Also, we
have not examined the distributions of time-varying variables, which are observable only for non-attriters. But we believe this brief discussion outlines what is implicitly in researchers' minds when they look at distributions of the available observables to try to learn something about representativeness of data sets selected on some characteristic or behavior.
VI. Assessing the Attrition Bias
VI.A. Union Wage Premium
Our first analysis focuses on the estimation of union wage premia using matched CPS files. As a preliminary, Table 4 reports some information relevant to this analysis. The first panel describes the sample construction, beginning with the matched samples (column (3) in Table 3 for the CPS data, and columns (6) and (7) for the SIPP data). Focusing on those aged 16
and over reduces the sample by about one-quarter, and requiring employment in months 4 and 16, by private firms or government, reduces it by a bit more than half. The second panel reports basic descriptive statistics. These are quite close in the two data sets, although some differences are expected in part because the CPS data refer to a week while the SIPP data refer to a month, and in part because of other slight differences in the surveys. The third panel first compares transitions across union status in the two data sets, showing that changes are slightly more common in the CPS. Finally, the last two rows ask whether, in terms of these transitions, movers and non-movers in the SIPP look very different. The probabilities of changes in union status are p. 27 virtually identical among non-movers and movers, despite our expectations that union status changes would be associated with moving. is below the estimates in these studies.
Next, to establish whether the SIPP data using the CPS match provide a good baseline, the same specifications are reported in columns (4)-(6) using the SIPP data but excluding matched movers. The estimates are uniformly higher by about .02 to .03, but otherwise the pattern in going from OLS to first-difference estimates is the same.
The crux of the analysis comes in the remaining eight columns. Columns (7)- (10) report the same set of estimates, but now using all of the matched SIPP data (i.e., adding in the matched movers). The OLS estimates are very close to those using the SIPP match that mimics the CPS, with the estimate of the union premium lower by a trivial .004. The first-difference estimates differ by only .001 or .002. Similarly, the Hausman tests reported in columns (8)- (10) do not indicate that there is attrition bias in the estimates using the CPS match with the SIPP data, in turn suggesting that there is no serious bias from attrition in the longitudinal estimate of the union premium using matched CPS files.
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Nonetheless, the slightly higher fixed effects estimate with the matched movers included suggests that those individuals who move may experience greater gains to becoming union members than the average individual. To explore this more fully, columns (11)- (14) report estimates of the specification augmented to include a dummy variable for attriters (matched movers), and more importantly an interaction between this dummy variable and the union variable, paralleling equation (5) in the text. In this specification the union-attrition interaction identifies the differential effect of changes in union status for those who move, as the attrition variable is time-invariant. The first-difference estimates reveal that the estimated impact of unionization is only slightly larger for attriters than for non-attriters, by .01, and the differential is not significant. A downward bias in the non-mover sample-or equivalently larger effects for attriters-is a reasonable expectation, for the same reasons discussed in relation to equations (1)- (4) and Figure 1 .
VI.B. Marriage Wage Premium for Men
Our second analysis focuses on the estimation of marriage premia for men using matched CPS files. Table 6 parallels Table 4 , providing descriptive statistics for the analysis sample. The descriptive statistics are very similar across the CPS and SIPP samples. The bottom panel compares marital status transitions across the two data sets, showing that changes are slightly more common in the SIPP sample. Although the differences in levels are small, the relative importance of the differences are not negligible; for example, only 2.67% of the CPS sample experienced a transition, compared with 3.85% of the SIPP sample, and it is the subsamples of changers that identify the marriage premium in the first-difference estimation. Finally, the last rows of the table show the relationship between changes in marital status and moving. Here, the differences are pronounced. In particular, 13.04% of movers changed marital status, compared p. 29 with only 2.24% of non-movers. This difference clearly indicates that marriage or divorce is likely to be associated with change of residence. The estimation results using the SIPP data with the CPS match are reported in columns (4)- (6). The results are almost identical to the results using the CPS sample. This assures that the SIPP data with the CPS match serve well as a baseline to evaluate attrition bias. The key results using the SIPP sample that includes the matched movers are reported in columns (7)- (14).
The cross-sectional estimate in column (7) is close to the estimate based on the SIPP data with the CPS match (.146 vs. .156). However, the first-difference estimates, ranging from .014 to .018, are a bit larger (and positive), although not statistically significant. The significance of the difference in the estimates based on the SIPP data using the CPS match vs. the SIPP data with the full match are formally tested using the Hausman test, and the equivalence of the estimates is rejected at the 5% level in the FD estimates without weighting, and nearly rejected based on the weighted estimates. The higher longitudinal first-difference estimates using the full match in the p. 30 SIPP imply that the estimates based only on non-movers are subject to attrition bias that understates the effects of marriage, which is, again, as expected. The finding of more evidence of attrition bias in estimating marriage premia is not surprising if we remember (based on Table   6 ) that the probability of moving is much higher for those who change marital status.
Nonetheless, while the formal statistical test tends to point to attrition bias, the longitudinal estimates using the CPS match vs. the full match are not substantively different, suggesting that in this particular context, at least, the attrition bias we do find is not much of a concern. For a closer examination of the attrition bias, the results reported in columns (11)- (14) allow us to test the equivalence of the marriage premium between movers and non-movers. The first-difference estimates indicate positive and marginally significant increases in wages for workers who marry and move, compared with no effect (a relatively precise estimate of zero) for non-movers.
The analysis of the marriage premium for males suggests that using matched CPS files to obtain longitudinal estimates of this premium entails some risk of underestimating the premium, due to attrition bias. However it is important to note that the large drops in the estimated marriage premium from around 0.15 in the cross-sectional estimates to 0 to .02 in the longitudinal estimates were found regardless of the sample used for estimation, and that the size of the attrition bias, which is at most around .02, is small in comparison.
VII. Conclusion
While matching CPS panels is a popular means of forming panel data sets permitting longitudinal estimation, because the CPS does not follow residential movers these panel data sets suffer high attrition. This paper analyzes whether this attrition leads to bias in the longitudinal change in years married is very small. They present evidence consistent with this latter explanation, p. 31 estimation of some standard behavioral relationships in labor economics: the effects of unions on wages; and the marriage wage premium for males. This question is explored using SIPP data to first mimic the CPS by excluding all residential movers, and then exploiting the fact that the SIPP successfully follows many movers to construct a data set with far less attrition. To the extent that the SIPP panels including movers constitute a random sample of the population, comparison of results using the "CPS-style" match with the SIPP, and using the full match, should be informative regarding the extent of attrition bias in these estimated relationships.
Because the CPS and SIPP are very similar surveys aside from this difference in attrition due to moving, this analysis of attrition bias in the SIPP should be informative about attrition bias in the CPS.
The results for the longitudinal analysis of union wage effects reveal negligible and statistically insignificant evidence of attrition bias despite the high attrition rate in the matched CPS files. In contrast, the longitudinal analysis of the marriage premium for males finds statistically significant attrition bias. The amount of bias, however, does not seem to be serious in an economic sense.
There is no way to draw definitive conclusions about whether these results generalize to other applications using matched CPS files. However, one point that is reassuring is that we found little evidence of attrition bias even in a case where attrition was very strongly related to the identifying information (changes in marital status). Thus, we regard the evidence as suggesting that in many applications the advantages of using matched CPS panels to obtain longitudinal estimates are likely to far outweigh the disadvantages from attrition biases, although we should allow for the possibility that attrition bias leads the longitudinal estimates to be although that is not the focus of this paper.
p. 32 understated.
In contrast, we suspect that attrition bias is likely to be more severe when the change in the dependent variable caused by the change in the independent variable of interest largely determines whether there is attrition in matched CPS panels. In such a case, a healthy suspicion of attrition bias is probably warranted, and it may be possible to use the data and methods we have proposed in this paper to assess the extent of attrition bias.
p. 33 1990-1991, 1991-1992, 1992-1993, and 1993-1994 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993 panels are used, to correspond to the CPS data. There are four rotation groups (sub-panels of a particular panel) in the SIPP, and the fourth months for these fall in February, March, April, and January for rotation groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Thus, CPS data from January through April were used to be consistent with interview months of the SIPP sample. CPS matching was based on household identification number, line number (individual identifier within household transcribed by interviewer), race, sex, and age. If an observation had a missing value for any of these variables, it was dropped. Individuals are allowed to age 0 to 2 years between interviews. These procedures follow Peracchi and Welch (1995) . Non-unique matches (10 in 1993 and 20 in 1994) were, however, classified as non-matches, with no further effort made to match these observations (in contrast to Peracchi and Welch, 1995) . Characteristics are those reported in the 4 th month of survey. Variable definitions are as follows: married equals 1 if an individual is married and spouse is present, 0 otherwise; and union equals 1 if an individual is a union member, 0 otherwise. In some cases the number of observations used to calculate statistics are in square brackets under the statistics. The numbers of observations are reduced for marital status and education because the marriage and education questions are only asked for those over age 15, and for the education question there is additional missing information. The sample universe for the union membership question is those employed in private or government sectors. In neither data set are matches ever based on data known to be allocated. FD and FD WLS denote first-difference and first-difference weighted least squares. For each first-difference estimation, a test for heteroscedasticity was implemented through a regression of the squared residual on the predicted dependent variable and its square. The results from this auxiliary regression were used to obtain the weight used in standard weighted least squares (WLS1), in particular, the inverse of the square root of the predicted variance (see Wooldridge, 2000, pp. 259-60) . In WLS2, the underrepresentation of movers because of attrition related to moving is corrected through up-weighting observations on movers by the factor 1.346; since the number of matched movers is 24330 and there are 8417 attriters due to moving, each matched mover represents 1.346 such attriters ({24330 + 8417}/24330). Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Standard errors of OLS estimates are robust against individual clustering. Union is the dummy for union coverage. Experience is potential experience. The number of observations reported is twice the number of individuals in the data set. In columns (11)- (14) Tables 5 and 6 . In columns (11)- (14) all variables shown in the table are interacted with the dummy variable for move, to ensure that the coefficient on Married×Move does not reflect differences in other coefficients; without these additional interactions, though, the results for Married×Move were nearly identical. The Hausman test is calculated for the single variable "Married." 
